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CES 2017 :
Terraillon will launch HOMNI and showcase all
new connected wellbeing range
January 5th to 8th in Las Vegas
TECH West –Stands Expo, Stand #44 147
Terraillon, the global specialist in metrology and leader in the wellbeing
industry, will launch their latest range of smart and cutting-edge health-focused
devices, at CES 2017.

HOMNI : the smart sleep solution

From day to night, Homni constantly monitors the wellbeing of its users.
Thanks to its four sensors, this intelligent lamp promotes healthy sleep with
adapted light cycles and ambient sounds to help users wake up and fall
asleep gently. Connected to the new Terraillon dedicated app, Homni
analyses the temperature, light, humidity and noise level of the room
environment to provide users with tips to achieve a good night’s sleep.

R- LINK : the thinnest connected bathroom scale in the world

This attractive, ultra-slim connected impedance meter is designed with the
most innovative features essential to weight-loss. Thanks to Terraillon’s
BodySense technology, the scale calculates weight and body composition,
while the Bluetooth Smart function automatically synchronises the collected
data with the Terraillon Wellness Coach app to help users track results easily.

NUTRISMART : the first connected kitchen scale that analyses food
nutritional value and composition

NutriSmart incorporates a revolutionary technology: a tiny SCiO sensor that
analyses the molecular composition of foods and provides its nutritional
value. Thanks to this micro spectrometer, Nutrismart delivers relevant insights
such as the type, maturity and origin for any kind of food weighed as well as
nutritional value (calorie, fat, proteins and water) in detail. Linked to the
Wellness Coach app, Nutrismart uses E-learning technologies to provide
more accurate analysis according to user habits and experience.
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About Terraillon
Founded in 1908, Terraillon, a leading innovative houseware brand, present in more than 80
countries, designs and manufactures appliances which exceed consumer expectations in health
and well-being. Taking advantage of the latest technologies, Terraillon creates cutting-edge smart
and connected health-focused devices; ranging from bathroom, medical and kitchen scales to
activity trackers and blood pressure monitors. Besides offering precision and comfort, these

devices provide real benefits to users through Terraillon's "Wellness Coach" mobile app for
smartphones. Winner of multiple international awards ("Grand Prix de l'Innovation", "Red Dot Design
Award" etc.), Terraillon's innovative designs have been exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art in
New York. Today, Terraillon is a European leader in the kitchen and bathroom scale markets and
exports to over 80 countries in 5 continents. The company sells over 3 million devices worldwide
annually. Headquartered in Croissy sur Seine in France, Terraillon has an international team
collaborating across different research and development units across the globe. The company
also has offices in London, England, Hong Kong and China.
For more information, please visit: http://www.terraillon.com/en
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